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structureisn't really necessary, but it is used in some other programminglanguages and was
included to make learning the Java language easier for programmersalreadyfamiliar with the
structure'.Especially given that this book is aimed at people who haven't programmedbefore,
this gives the strong impressionthat the switch statementshould be covered in an appendixor
not at all-for various reasons the switch statementis little used in Java. However, one actually
finds this quote and two pages on switch statementson p. 20 in a chapterentitled 'The basics'.
At a largerlevel, too, the book does not provideas much for the languageresearcheras might
be hoped. There are some nice examples which could help a psycholinguist,such as programs
for runningself-pacedreadingexperiments.But, for othercommunities,it falls short.A keywordin-context (KWIC) concordance is such a basic tool for text corpus examination and both a
traditionalandnice introductoryprogrammingexercise. It is hardto justify its' not being included
in a book focused on language researchers.But there is no mention of 'concordance' in the
index, and if one finds the programcalled Concordon p. 93, one will be disappointedto learn
that it counts only the frequency of words in a text. (There are several types of concordances,
but a necessary condition on use of the term is that a concordancegives you some information
on the textual locations where a word is used.) In general, there is not as much exemplification
of doing interestinglanguage-relatedtasks as one might hope. Languageresearchersoften need
little programs,for instance, to captureheader informationfrom a text, so that the authorand
date can be printed next to a citation, or to search by sentences, ratherthan by lines like the
classic grep program and the implementationsof it that H presents. There are just too few
examples thatpresentideas and methodsfor the useful things thatone can do with some elementary knowledge of programming.In particular,two key technologies that language researchers
are likely to want to understandare regular expressions for searching and the processing of
structuredtext in XML files. H covers regularexpressions in an appendix (though, again, the
coverage of third party libraries there is dated given the integrationof a regular expression
package into the core of Java in JDK1.4), but regularexpressions are so centralin the kinds of
tasks that most language researchersdo and would like to do that they deserve treatmentin the
main text. And XML is not covered at all, which is a shame for several reasons, including that
it has become so frequentfor storing language data that manipulatingXML files is rathermore
complex than simple text files, beyond what you can do with the built-in commandsof standard
operating systems and text editors, and because Java has such nice librariesfor dealing with
XML.
This book is a nice gentle introductionto programming,more usable in size and subjectmatter
than a standardguide to Java programming.One will get a decent and clear explanationof what
programmingis and how it can be used. Nevertheless, a numberof aspects of the book lead me
to be hesitantto recommendit at this point in time as the place for aspiringlinguist programmers
to begin.
of Computer
Science,Gates4A
Department
Stanford,CA 94305-9040
[Manning@cs.stanford.edu]

P. MEIER,
Modality and structure in signed and spoken languages. Ed. by RICHARD
KEARSY CORMIER, and DAVID QUINTO-POZOS. Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 2002. Pp. xviii, 480. ISBN 0521803853. $90 (Hb).
Reviewed by MARKARONOFF,
Stony Brook University,
and IRITMEIR, Universityof Haifa
Legitimacyis most readilyunderstoodin terms of group membership,and the simplest social
groups are rooted in similarity.The easiest way to achieve legitimacy is thus to show that one
is similar enough to the core members of a group to deserve membershipin that group. It is
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thereforenot surprisingthat the first researchon signed languages was devoted to legitimation.
William Stokoe (1960) changed the world in a real way more than any other modern linguist
throughhis demonstrationthat AmericanSign Language(ASL) could be studied like any other
naturallanguage and hence deserved to be treatedon the same level as any spoken language.
Klima and Bellugi (1979) showed that deep analysis of a signed languagecould yield resultsof
broadtheoreticalinterestto all linguists. Most of the researchthathas followed these pioneering
works is similarly devoted to showing how similar signed languages are to spoken languages.
Only recently has the social legitimacy of signed languages been secure enough that at least
some sign language researchershave begun to realize that the greatervalue of signed language
as a researchmodel may lie not in similaritybut ratherin difference.In particular,by comparing
signed and spoken languages, we can identify the propertiesthat are pertinentto language per
se and distinguish them from those that are accidental. By studying the differences, we might
begin to explain some of the structuralpropertiesof the two types of languages, since these
differences may be due to constraintson each of the modalities, that is to say, we might get a
partialanswer to the question 'why languages are the way they are' (5).
The book underreview reveals throughits title that it is partof this new wave. Its goal is to
answer the following question about the natureof human language: 'What are the effects and
non-effectsof modalityupon linguistic structure?'(1). It purportsto achieve thatgoal by examining and comparing a variety of grammaticalstructuresin languages in both modalities. The
openingchapterby one of the editors(RichardP. Meier) lays out very clearlyboth the similarities
(non-effects) and differences (effects) between languagesof the two modalities and presentsthe
potentialsignificance of such similaritiesand differences for our knowledge and understanding
of human language. The chapter is written in a way that provides an entry point for a more
general audience to some basic issues in sign language linguistics and shows why this area of
linguistic investigationshould be of general interestto linguists.
The first section of the book is devoted to phonology and so raises the issue of the impact of
modality on language structurein a direct way. Since phonology is the linguistic level that
interfaceswith our articulatoryandperceptualsystems, languagesin differentphysical modalities
should have differentphonologicalproperties,because the articulators(vocal tractvs. handsand
body) and the perceptionsystem (ears vs. eyes) are so different.The question is whether such
physiological differences penetrate the linguistic organization of the phonological units and
whether modality leaves its footprintson the phonological STRUCTURE
of the two types of languages. This section indicates that this is indeed so. Signed language and spoken language
phonologiesdiffer in significantrespectsthataretraceableto differencesbetweenthe two modalities, in particularto the simultaneousvs. sequential natureof the signs. This point is not new.
It goes back to the pioneeringwork of Stokoe (1960), who showed that signs have a sublexical
level of organizationcomparableto the phonologicalstructureof spoken languages but that the
basic units in signs are combined simultaneouslyratherthan sequentially.The contributionof
this section lies in the variety of perspectives it offers on the issue-theoretical, psychological,
and statistical-and the uniformityof theirconclusion, which, given theirdifferentperspectives,
is all the more striking.
The section begins with the excellent introductionby HEATHER
and ADRIANNE
KNAPP
CHEEK,
which lays out the basics of sign phonology andthe majorresearchquestionsof the field, making
the section more accessible andof interestto readerswith no priorbackgroundin sign phonology.
The first two chaptersadopt a theoreticalangle, arguingthat the phonological representationof
CHANNON
examines
signed languagesdifferssignificantlyfromthatof spokenlanguages.RACHEL
reduplicationpatternsin the two types of languages, pointing to a major difference between
them, which leads her to conclude thatthis differencecan be accountedfor by assumingdifferent
phonological representationsfor signs and words.
DIANEBRENTARI's
chapterintroducesher prosodicmodel of sign languagephonology, which
pinpoints significant differences and an importantsimilarity between signed and spoken languages. The differences lie in the advantageof the visual system for simultaneousprocessing
andof the auditorysystem for sequentialprocessing.The similarityis thatboth modalitiescontain
phonological elements of two types: One type 'carries most of the paradigmaticcontrasts'
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(consonant features in spoken languages and place and hand configurationfeatures in signed
languages)andthe other 'comprisesthe mediumby which the signal is carriedover long distances'
(movementfeaturesin sign languagesand vowel featuresin spoken languages). 'These observations suggest that UG [universalgrammar]requiresboth highly contrastiveand highly salient
phonologicalelements' (31), thoughone mightjust as easily conclude thatthe simple exigencies
of communicationrequirea carriersignal and maximallycontrastiveinformation,withoutinvoking UG.
The following two chapterstackle the issue from a behavioralangle. ANNETTE
HOHENBERGER,
DANIELAHAPP, and HELEN
LEUNINGER
look at the productionend, comparingslip of the hand
and slip of the tongue repairsin GermanSign Language (DGS) vs. spoken German.DAVIDP.
CORINA
and URSULA
C. HILDEBRANDT
examine the role of phonological structurein processing.
Both chapterspoint to nonhomogeneitybetween signed and spoken languages in terms of the
type of slip errors and their repair, and of the influence of phonological form on perception.
SAMUEL
J. SUPALLAandCECILE
MCKEEconcludethis sectionby looking at contrivedcommunication systems like Signed English, which aim to representmanuallythe phonologicaland morphological structureof spoken languages, thus creatinga hybridthat has the sequentialstructureof
spoken language morphophonologyand the visual-manualarticulatorysystem of signed languages. Childrenwho are taught these systems alter them in ways that make them conform to
the phonologicalstructuresof establishedsigned languages,thus strengtheningthe point that the
differentphonological structuresof signed vs. spoken languagesare what they are because they
are best suited to the modality in which they are transferred.
Though the issues and challenges raised by this section should be of interest to linguists in
general,the chaptersarenot uniformlyaccessible to people withouta sign linguisticsbackground.
The brief introductionto the structureof signs in the introductionwould have been much clearer
if accompaniedby illustrationsshowing the various phonological components of the sign. The
use of letters to representhandshapesis of no use to the general audience without a chart that
illustratesthe differenthandshapes.
The first section of the book is a clear illustrationof the advantageof studying languages in
two different modalities, namely that it enables us to distinguishthe core propertiesof human
language from those which are modality dependent. Yet there may be another advantage to
studying languages of differentmodalities. In some cases, propertiescharacterizinglanguage in
general may not be so apparentin one modality and much more apparentin the other. Such is
the case with the relationshipbetween languageandgesture,and the role of iconicity in language,
topics which are addressedin the second section of the book. The need to draw a distinction
between language and gesture is much more noticeable in the manual-visualmodality. Since
both languageand gestureuse the same articulatoryand perceptualsystem, the decision whether
a specific manual movement is a sign or a gesture is not at all trivial. Pointing, for example,
functions as a pronounin many sign languages, but it is also a very common gesture both in
signed and in spoken discourse.When accompanyingspeech, however, the question of whether
pointing is linguistic or not does not arise since the linguistic system is transmittedas acoustic
signals, not as manualmovements.Hence the linguistic system and the gesturalsystem are easily
distinguishedby the physical propertiesof the signal. In signed communicationsuch a division
is not possible, thus necessitatingthe developmentof more elaboratecriteriafor distinguishing
between the two.
ARIKAOKRENTnotes that some acoustic signals within the speech streamin spoken languages
are better regardedas gestures, not linguistic elements. One example is the lengtheningof the
vowel in the adjective long in an utterancesuch as: It was a loooooong time. By trying to solve
a thorny issue in sign linguistics (whether the morphemesindicating agreementin agreement
verbs are indeed morphemesor are pointing gestures), Okrentshows that the need to formulate
a set of criteriato distinguish between gesture and language is not particularto languages of
one modality. Though the debate about the natureof agreementverbs will not be familiarto a
more generalaudience,and the criteriasuggested in the chapterare not very decisive, 'the effort
expended in trying to draw that line is very useful for gaining a better understandingof the
natureof communicativebehavior' (196).
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The two otherchaptersin this section presenttwo phenomenathatcharacterizesigned but not
show that lexical items in signed
and BARBARA
SHAFFER
spoken languages. TERRYJANZEN
languagesmay originatein gestures,for example, markersof modality(such as a futuremarker)
in ASL. In some cases (as in the developmentof a facial expressingmarkingthe topic in ASL),
P.
a gesture can develop directly into a grammaticalmorpheme. The paper by ANNE-MARIE
RICHARD
GUERRA
P. MEIER,
and KEITH
CURRIE,
WALTERS
comparesthe vocabularyof four signed
languages with different degrees of relatedness. The greater resemblance found between the
vocabulariesof unrelatedsigned languagesthan that found between unrelatedspoken languages
is explained by the visual-gesturalmodality's capacity for iconic representation.Though these
last two chapterspoint to differencesbetween signed and spokenlanguages,it is not clear whether
there are resultantstructuraldifferences in the two types of languages.
Not surprisingly,the section on syntax finds 'few or no effects of modality', as proclaimed
by the section's subtitle. The one well-known syntactic difference, the fact that question words
routinely occur at the very end of a sentence in signed languages ratherthan at the beginning,
might be attributableto modality, but it is not discussed here. The last section treatsthe use of
space in signed languages(includingthe tactilelanguageof Deaf-Blindindividuals).Two chapters
are devoted to the nature of pronouns and verb agreement in signed languages (as is DIANE
Schapterin the syntaxsection),topics which have receiveda greatdeal of attention
LILLO-MARTIN'
in recentyears,butbothchaptersaredevoted largelyto sign-language-particular
analyticalissues.
There is also a chapterdescribing the learning of British Sign Language by Christopher,the
well-known linguistic savant, who shows a marked weakness in his command of the spatial
EMMOREY
On
domain. By far the most interestingchapterin this section is the one by KAREN
the use of space in signed languagesto representspace. Emmoreyarguesthat signed languages
call for a type of spatial transformation,in which the speaker adopts the addressee's visual
perspective,that is not needed when processing spoken languages.
This book representsa strong first step towards an intriguing goal: the use of signed and
spoken languages to discern the natureof language in general by triangulation.
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Alliteration and sound change in early English. By DONKA MINKOVA. (Cambridge
studies in linguistics 101.) Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press, 2003. Pp. xix,
400. ISBN 0521573173. $90 (Hb).
Reviewed by GEOFFREYRussoM, Brown University
This remarkablebook is a history of English syllabic onsets with special reference to the
poetic treatmentof onsets known as alliteration.The book makesdiligent use of recentphilology
and goes beyond it to find new tests for importantclaims about syllable structure.
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